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SLUDGE ON SHUNT & RUST ON INNER SHELL WALL

SHUNT NOT MAKING CONTACT WITH SHELL

RGA® 750 GENERATION 2 MOUNTED TO A VERTICAL
STANDOFF BRACKET* ON A FLOATING ROOF TANK.



There are 15 to 20 known floang roof tank (FRT)
fires per year. FRT’s are especially vulnerable to the
direct and indirect effects of lightning. A direct or
a nearby lightning strike will cause electrical current
to flow across the tank shell and roof. When these
lightning currents arc across the roof/shell seal, they
can ignite any flammable vapors that may be present.can ignite any flammable vapors that may be present.
It is therefore necessary to bond the roof and shell to
prevent arcing at the roof/shell seal.

The RGA is designed to retrofit easily onto any exisng
tank, even while in service. The RGA is not affected by the
condion of the tank because the RGA and its cable are
aached to opmal locaons on the rim and roof.** When
properly applied, mulple RGA’s provide low impedence
bonds to prevent dangerous arcing between the roof and
the shell.the shell.

The RGA 750 contains TWO very strong internal springs to
retract the cable, resulng in an increase in retracon force
of 600% more than the original RGA. The RGA 750’s spring
retracon force is greater than any other comparable device
on the market.

The RGA 750 Generaon 2 features improved sha seals
and spring housing gaskets to prevent water ingress intoand spring housing gaskets to prevent water ingress into
the spring housing and meets UL 50 criteria for NEMA 4
rated enclosures.

Substanally reducing the
risk of sustained arcs
requires a reliable, full-me,
low impedance and low
resistance bond between
the tank shell and roof.
Addionally, the conneconAddionally, the connecon
must operate regardless of
the tank shell’s condion.

*   The standard RGA assembly does not include the vercal standoff bracket.

** The standard RGA cable bolts to the foam dam on the roof using included
      ground straps. Consult factory for other aachment methods.

When a typical roof tank is 80% full, the impedance of
the RGA bond is only about 15% of that of a convenonal
bypass conductor. This means less risk and greater safety
for the tank during thunderstorms.
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ARCING SHUNT DURING
API TESTING

FLOATING ROOF TANK FIRES ARE COMMON...
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